Becoming an au pair can allow you to travel the world and experience new cultures, on an affordable budget. Here are tips on how to become an au pair. Travel Jobs Work Travel Freedom Travel. Looking for au pair tips? Learn the pros and cons of moving to another country and being an au pair. Finding the perfect au pair host family is just the first challenge. Becoming an au pair is a great way to move abroad if you have no money, but do you know what it's like to be an au pair? Travel Jobs. Pet Travel. An au pair position, as opposed to that of a nanny, caretaker, cleaner or other professional household helper, is meant to be a means of cultural exchange and not a career. As such, an au pair should be treated as a member of the family (albeit a hardworking one) and not a servant or employee. What do you get as an au pair? Some countries require au pairs to work part-time only, while others mandate a full work week. Certain countries also specify whether au pair contracts can or cannot include housework and other duties. All of this obviously varies from family to family as well and some au pairs have loads of free time, while others feel like they are almost always working, or at least "on call." Know the details of the job before you take it. A directory of nearly 250 agencies that serves as regional guides to opportunities in 24 countries. It also gives guidance on the various training and experience needed. Providing information on opportunities for male applicants, it also presents advice on how to cope with various problems that arise. Product Identifiers. Publisher. Vacation & Work. ISBN-10. 1854583476. Canadian-born Susan now lives in Cambridge with her family. Sharon Legg was prompted to write The Au Pair and Nanny's Guide to Working Abroad from her own experiences of working abroad with families. Country of Publication. United Kingdom. You can also purchase this book from a vendor and ship it to our address: Internet Archive Open Library Book Donations 300 Funston Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118. Better World Books. Amazon. Bookshop.org. Benefits of donating. When you donate a physical book to the Internet Archive, your book will enjoy: Beautiful high-fidelity digitization. Please note when working abroad as an au pair or nanny salaries and working hours can really vary depending on the agency/family, rough guide. View our top rated destinations below: 1. USA. There are summer jobs in Spain and also year round au pair and nanny positions for students and internationals. Most positions are for English speakers but there is also the option to combine experiences and book a Spanish language course in Spain to improve your local lingo. You could find yourself placed with a family in a city like Madrid, Valencia and Barcelona. Find au pair jobs in Spain.